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About This Content

Naval Action - Painter DLC
Painter DLC is a consumable premium item that will give you access to ship paints.

The obscure flemish painter had unfortunately won the duel over the matter of horses. Long story short - he is now in hiding in
the Bahamas. He still thinks he can pay off his court debts and is collecting funds to do so. He is ready to paint certain ships in

your docks for an advance fee, once a day.

Total number of paints available: 49 paint schemes for 12 commonly used ships.
Painter can create 1 paint per day.

New paints, if created, will be added to the selection free of charge.

How to activate

The Painter DLC will be added to your Steam account on purchase

Paints will be available from the port interface, Click [R] to access DLC content

Click a painter DLC button; select the ship and paint you would like to receive in the drop down menu.

Paint will drop into your warehouse or ship hold.
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Drag and drop the received paint to the ship paint slot in equipment window (click [E] to access it)

Ship list (12 ships currently)

BellePoule - 5

Bellona - 5

Bucentaure - 2

Cerberus - 4

Essex - 5

Niagara - 2

Pavel - 3

Renommee - 2

Santisima - 7

Trincomalee - 6

USS United States - 3

Victory - 5

GL reserves the right to change the DLC by adding or removing some paints during early access. After early access paints are
only going to be added to this DLC.
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Title: Naval Action - Painter
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Game-Labs
Publisher:
Game-Labs
Release Date: 21 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64 bit Windows 7 and above

Processor: Intel Core i5-4570 3.2 GHz or AMD Phenom(tm) II X4 B60 3.3 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 460 1GB or AMD Radeon HD 6850 1GB (must support shader 5 model)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: 32bit OS versions is not supported

English
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In short, Quell Zen is harder and not as well-made and enjoyable as Quell Memento. If you buy only one Quell game, make it
Memento, not Zen.

In long, after Quell, Quell Reflect and the terrific Quell Memento, this is the fourth installment in the series. I am sad to report
that Quell Zen does not live up to the high standard set by Memento.

Zen has only a few more levels than Memento, but it is a substantially longer game. Levels requiring more than 30 moves to
solve are the norm instead of the exception. The problem is, that more complexity and length alone do not equal more fun. This
game again adds new mechanics to the series, but unfortunately ones I mostly did not enjoy. Many of them change the layout of
the levels (arrows move rows of blocks, green bubbles leave trails of blocks), which I found very demanding\/frustrating to plan
out in advance. I guess in this regard Zen is confirmation of the old adage that sometimes less is more. The difficulty varies
wildly all through-out the game. It's not uncommon for open-ended levels with 40+ step solutions to occur in proximity of 7 step
linear levels, even quite early on.

They did improve the start-up loading time compared to Memento, but virtually everything else is a downgrade in my opinion. I
didn't like the new asian theme and aesthetic - Memento is easily better looking. The "story" was about as useless as in
Memento, but now the competent voice acting is replaced with badly-written letters. They start out unrealistic and end up
awkward and horribly clich\u00e9d. Memento had a certain charm and consistent style in its presentation, which seems all but
lost in Zen.

Unless you found Memento way too easy, Zen is in every regard an inferior game. A few levels are undoubtedly quite smart, the
majority is decent if uninspired, but sadly there are quite a few bad apples which are just tedious and frustrating. Still, over-all
there's more good than bad, and if I hadn't liked Memento so much, I probably wouldn't be as harsh on Zen. If you like the
series, pick it up on sale. Personally I wouldn't pay full price.. On the surface, this game is a reskin of Plague Inc.

Under the surface, well... this game is a reskin of Plague Inc.

It's a fun concept. But it needed to be more engaging and have more elements to the gameplay experience. Earning both stolen
money and Bitcoin is fine, but it becomes a mess when (a) only Bitcoin can be traded for tech upgrades; (b) you have to
manually click on the BTC coin popups on the map like any other smartphone game; and (c) you can't convert the money you
stole to Bitcoin.

Ah, yes. I've stolen $778,000,000 USD. But I couldn't possibly convert that into Bitcoin to pay for more tech upgrades.

The upgrade tree / upgrade progression is poorly fleshed out. The details are often vague or all but meaningless to the real world.
And unless you progress through the upgrade trees in the right way, as soon as you hit 40-50% "cure rate" for your trojan, it's
only a matter of time until you hit 100% and you lose.

And the conclusion of the game? A popup with a couple of pieces of information that you knew 5 seconds before the popup
occurs. Except with a little line saying whether or not you were caught. (Again, unless you played it perfectly, you get caught.)

Again -- an interesting even if poorly executed concept. It could have been more. As it is, I wouldn't recommend spending the
$3 for the game.

4 out of 10. Shame its not flac, but its free so hey :D. its a fun cooking game.. NANI THE ♥♥♥♥?!. Horrible game. Nothing
much happens and it's slow and boring beyond understanding.
Voice acting is worse than awful.. Maximum resolution is 1600*1020. After choosing weapon. it disappeared from the screen..
Loved the story.
Very fun point & click filled with puzzles and a note when an area is cleared and no more actions are left.
You play Robin Hood, but not the legend we know, a women by the name of Robin, you need to save your husband and the
village of Nottingham.
Loved it!!
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Thanks for Linux support.. Takes deep breath* UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG
GGGGGGGGGGGGHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH. If you have ever played paintball, super soaker wars in the backyard, or
those old school lazer tag games, then know that Hover Junkers takes all of these games and turns up the realism and intensity.

Before continuing this review, I cannot stress this enough: PLAYING TEAM DEATHMATCH IS AN ABSOLUTE BLAST.
There is something about riding a hovercraft with a team mate with one driving while the other has both guns locked and loaded
and aiming out of the side. You can also work with the other teammates on another hovercraft to sandwich an enemy and blast
them from both sides!

Another big plus is the accuracy of the barricades and weapons. If you see ANY part of the body of your opponent, you can
shoot at it and they will get shot. Gone are the days when clipping would produce false target areas where you can waste
precious ammo!

Give this game a shot (pun intended). You will not regret it. And be sure to stretch because you will exercise. I am in pretty
good shape and I still woke up sore after playing HJ for a few hours.. This game is absurdly hard and people are ragging on the
game for it.

If it wasn't so difficult, people would get bored of this game really quickly - the fun of this game is screwing up the beards
working as fast as possible to make rent.

"Special customers" could be a little more generous and I wish there was a way to know how close you are to getting the beard
right but this game is hilarious and I recommend it!

Since this game is free it shouldn't be hard to convince you to try it out, but if you're still unsure here's a short video:
 https://youtu.be/NP8OSOEkjfk. I know it's early access, but.. this is absolute garbage. The physics don't work, the sound
doesn't work, you can't change the color of your ball. Your ball starts rolling immediately when the course starts. I'm willing to
try out early access stuff and take a few bugs, but this is totally untested. One of the holes, you can't even get to the pin. If you
go out of bounds, it returns your ball to the beginning of the course. Refunding.
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